The Date CHANGED!!

Title:

**Publishing trade in the globalizing world:**
Let me publish your ideas to the world

Speaker:

Mr. Jacob Dreyer  
Senior Editor for Politics and Economics  
Palgrave-McMillan, the Asian Office in Shanghai

The speaker will talk about the international publishing industry and promote you to publish your ideas in Palgrave-Macmillan books. In addition, he will spell out the 'secrets' how to get a job of editor in an international publishing company. **Students interested in the industry must join!**

Date, time, venue:

June 20, **June 27, 2018**, Wednesday, 16:20 - 17:30  
Kokusai Kouryuu Lounge  
Keizai Gakubu (the N4-1 building, the 1st Floor).

No registration needed.  
Just pop in!  
Teachers and researchers who want to publish your books are welcome.  
Contact: nakamura-yasushi-vr@ynu.ac.jp